We extend finding geometrically-significant preserved quantities by solving specific PDEs to the affine transformations and subgroups. This can be viewed not only as a purely geometrical problem but also as a subcase of finding physical observables, and furthermore as part of the comparative study of Background Independence levelby-level in mathematical structure. While cross and scalar-triple products (combined with differences and ratios) suffice to formulate these preserved quantities in 2-and 3-d respectively, the arbitrary-dimensional generalization evokes the theory of forms. The affine preserved quantities are ratios of d-volume forms of differences, d-volume forms being the 'top forms' supported by dimension d, and referring moreover to d-volumes of relationally-defined subsystems.
Introduction
We continue our program of geometrical preserved quantities (in Article I [44] 's sense) being systematically derived as solutions to PDE systems -preserved equations -treated as Free [3] Characteristic Problems [5, 7] , [44] moreover providing specific methods of solution for these. The current Article extends our repertoire of examples from Article I's Similarity Geometry to Affine Geometry [10, 8, 23] . Each Article considers moreover the geometrically-significant continuous subgroups of the Article's 'top geometry's' automorphism group: the similarity group Sim(d) in Article I and the affine group Af f (d) in the current Article. With
what is covered by this extension is demarcated in grey in and Equi(d). These are, respectively, the special-linear and general-linear groups over R, and the equi-d-voluminal alias equi-top-form group. The last of these corresponds to Equi-d-voluminal alias Equi-top-form Geometry, which requires a bit more explanation. In 2-d, this is somewhat better-known, under the name of Equiareal Geometry [10] . Area is moreover 2-volume, rendering our extension to 3 and d dimensions clear. 'Top form' refers to the maximal p-form supported in dimension d.
Ab initio, the form taken by Affine Geometry's preserved quantities is rather less obvious than Article 1's Sim(d) examples, since Affine Geometry is usually set up to respect parallelism -a relation -rather than any target quantities. This is also to be contrasted with Conformal Geometry (Article V), for which preservation of local-angle quantities is the most common starting point and motivation. Top forms is moreover furtherly relevant to how affine, SL(d, Preserved quantities as conceived of in the current Series of Articles are moreover underlied by consideration of constellations, constellation spaces, shapes and shape spaces [9, 11, 18, 20, 32, 40, 41, 42, 43] . In the context of Affine Geometry, the corresponding Affine Shape Theory has been developed and reviewed in particular in [19, 25, 30, 33, 40] . Its main application to date is to Shape Statistics [20, 21, 33, 39, 40] in connection with Image Analysis [17] and Computer Vision [26] . Affine and Equi-top-voluminal Mechanics have moreover also recently been formulated in [36] and used in a comparative analysis [12, 35, 41, 48 ] to all levels of structure of Background Independence [6, 14, 28, 31, 41, 49] . One of the nine conceptual aspects of Background Independence moreover concerns observables [2, 14, 34] , for which Article I showed that the theory of geometrical preserved quantities is a subcase; affine observables are outlined in [37, 38] .
SL(2, R)
Let us first consider the 2 new preserved equations piecemeal. For N = 1, and setting q 1x = x and q 1y = y, the first of these PDEs is
corresponding to Procrustes stretches.
By the flow method, this is equivalent to the ODE systeṁ
to be solved as a Free Characteristic Problem. Integrating,
Next, eliminating t between (6) and (7) the characteristic coordinate takes the product form
Finally, substituting this in (8) the preserved quantities are
solution by suitably-smooth functions of products.
The second PDE is
corresponding to shears.
to be solved as a Free Characteristic Problem. So, differentiating (12) and applying (13),
by which
Next, eliminating t between (16) and (17) , the characteristic coordinate takes the difference of two squares form
Finally, substituting this in (18) the preserved quantities are
suitably-smooth functions of differences of squares.
Remark 1 These individual results are noted side by side in [5] .
Remark 2 x = const maps to
whereas y = const maps to
Both of these are families of confocal parabolas;
and
are moreover orthogonal coordinates, constituting the standard 2-d parabolic coordinates [4] .
Remark 3
The corresponding change of coordinates furthermore decouples our preserved-equation PDEs to
in each case provided that r = x 2 + y 2 = 0 .
This is to be compared with the rotation and dilation decoupling in Article I.
Remark 4 This coordinate change decoupling does not however uplift to the N -point case, because each N picks up its own radial factor (27) , resulting in these radial factors ceasing to be cancellable.
Remark 5 A further complication is that the corresponding automorphism Lie algebra enforces that the shear and Procrustes preserved equations have to be considered alongside the rotational preserved equation. This means that N = 2 is minimal to have any nontrivial preserved quantities. Here, using w = q 1x , x = q 1y , y = q 2x , z = q 2y , our preserved equation system is
Remark 6 Solving the rotational preserved equation in the multipolar coordinates adapted to it individually does now not readily extend: the shear-and-Procrustes preserved equations are quite complicated in multipolars.
Remark 7
The method which keeps matters simple is to consider the sum and the difference of the shear-and-rotation equations,
The first of these equations, treated piecemeal, is equivalent by the flow method to the ODE systeṁ
to be treated as a Free Characteristic Problem. Integrating,
Eliminating t between (36, 37) , the form of the characteristics is
Finally, substtituting in (38) ,
A similar analysis of the second PDE, treated piecemeal, yields
is the sole functional form of solution. While this has removed not two but three two functional dependencies, these two equations require the third -Procrustes -preserved equation to form a consistent system. Our solution moreover solves this as well,
for = / . A . , A := w z − x y. So, overall, our system of 3 equations uses up 3 functional dependencies, sending us from 2N = 4 freedoms to 4 − 3 = 1 freedom.
turns out to be a lucid and generalizable interpretation of this preserved quantity. This is the area formed by two position vectors emanating from this model's absolute origin. Due to their use of an absolute origin as one of their three defining points, we term these 'absolute areas'.
The above method furthermore generalizes to the general-N case. The incipient system here is
The sum and difference of the first two of these equations now gives
Solving these equations piecemeal gives, respectively,
which moreover indeed solves the Procrustes preserved equation as well. Finally, using
we summarize our result as the preserved quantities being of the form
suitably-smooth functions of the absolute areas.
Remark 9 From the prespective of knowing that SL(2, R) preserved quantities are areas, N = 2 is minimal to have nontrivial such, since these are absolute areas and it takes 2 distinct q I to form a such.
3 Equi (2) The automorphism group for Equiareal Geometry is
In this case, one has the 2 translational preserved equations alongside the previous section's triple, thus totalling 5 preserved equations. Article I's 'centre of mass' sequential method moreover applies, sending one back to the previous section's triple of equations, for one object less and in terms of relative Jacobi coordinates ρ i . Thus
suitably-smooth functions of the areas spanned by pairs of relative cluster vectors, now with no reference to any origin.
Remark 1 Defining an area requires 3 points. In the previous subsection, the absolute origin played the role of one of these points, whereas in the current subsection all three of the points are meaningfully realized, by which we term this notion of area 'relational area'. It is moreover the area of a relationally-defined subsystem. N = 3 is thus minimal to have nontrivial Equi(2) preserved quantities, as this supports the minimum of n = 2 independent ρ i required to form a relational area.
GL(2, R)
One now has the preserved equation system
which splits into the following quartet of preserved equations,
We proceed by solving the SL(2, R) system as per Sec 2 and the dilational preserved equation as per Sec I.7. This gives the compatibility equation
which is solved by
suitably smooth functions of ratios of absolute areas.
Remark 1 N = 3 is minimal to have nontrivial GL(2, R) preserved quantities. For these are absolute area ratios, and we need 2 distinct q I for the first absolute area and at least one further q I for the second to be distinct, e.g.
5 Af f (2)
The automorphism group for 2-d Affine Geometry is
This case has the 2 translational preserved equations alongside the preceding section's quartet, thus totalling 6 preserved equations. The sequential method moreover applies, sending one back to the previous section's quartet, for one object less and in terms of relative Jacobi coordinates ρ i . Thus
suitably-smooth functions of ratios of relative areas.
Remark 1 This brings to the forefront that 2-d Affine Geometry preserves relational area ratios. This is not obvious ab initio, since Affine Geometry is set up to preserve parallelism -a relation rather than an object. A reasonably well-known first hint of involvement of area ratios can be found in Routh's Theorem [1] . Firstly, given a triangle, if a particular notion of Cevians for it are concurrent (Fig 2.a) , a := CA BA and cycles (67)
by Ceva's Theorem, a theorem which moreover has subsequently been found to have affine significance.
Secondly, if a particular notion of Cevians for it are not concurrent, Routh found that
Note that the right hand side is evaluated using Menelaus' Theorem -another affine-level theorem -and is zero if the 'concurrentor' a b c − 1
measuring departure from Ceva's concurrency is zero. Note finally that the left-hand-side of Routh's Theorem is an area ratio, i.e. a 2-d affine invariant, thus constituting the aforementioned 'hint'.
Remark 2 N = 4 is minimal to have nontrivial Af f (2) preserved quantities. For these are relational area ratios and N = 4 supports n = 3 independent ρ i , and we need 2 distinct ρ i to form a relational area, and at least 1 different ρ i to form a distinct second.
SL(3, R)
The preserved equations now form the system
There are 3 of the first type of equation, 3 of the second, 1 of the third and 1 of the fourth, totalling 8 preserved equations. Individually, only the last of these equations is of a new type: the 'hypercharge' preserved equation. This is Particle Physics terminology [15] , based on SL(3, R)'s close analogy with SU (3), which also in particular has a diag(1, 1, −2)
matrix in its 3 × 3 'Gell-Mann λ-matrix representation [29] .
The N = 1 case of our new equation is equivalent by the flow method to the ODE systeṁ
Next, eliminating t by use of (80) in (81-82)
Finally, substituting (84-85) in (83),
Note that this dependence includes y x z x 2 = x y z (87) dependence, as well as the x-y symmetrizing
dependence.
Solving the whole system, we find that the preserved quantities are
suitably-smooth functions of scalar triple products [ , , ]. These can moreover be interpreted as the volumes made by triples of position vectors q I , q J , q K , with I, J, K all distinct. These vectors being with reference to the origin, this is an absolute notion of subsystem volume.
Remark 1 N = 3 is minimal as regards realizing nontrivial SL(3, R) preserved quantities. For these are absolute subsystem volumes, and we need 3 distinct q I to form a such.
Equi(3)
The automorphism group for Equivoluminal Geometry is
This case has 3 translational preserved equations alongside the preceding section's eightfold, thus totalling 11 preserved equations. The sequential method moreover applies, sending one back to the previous triple of equations, for one object less and in relative Jacobi coordinates ρ i . Thus
suitably-smooth functions of the volumes spanned by triples of relative cluster vectors, now with no reference to any absolute origin.
Remark 1 Defining a volume requires 4 points. In the previous subsection, the absolute origin was playing the role of one of these points, whereas in the current subsection all four of the points are meaningful rather than absolute, by which we term this subsystem notion of volume 'relational volume'.
Remark 2 N = 4 is minimal to have nontrivial Equi(3) preserved quantities. For these are relational volumes, and N = 4 supports n = 3 independent ρ i , and we need 3 distinct ρ i to form a relational volume.
GL(3, R)
The preserved equations are now
which split into a quintet of types of preserved equations,
There are 3 equations of the second kind, 3 of the third kind and 1 of each of the other kinds, thus totalling 9 preserved equations.
Using Secs 6 and I.7, we arrive at the compatibility equation
suitably-smooth functions of ratios of absolute volumes.
Remark 1 N = 4 is minimal to have nontrivial GL(3, R) preserved quantities. For these are absolute volume ratios, and we need 3 distinct q I to form an absolute volume, and at least one different q I to form a distinct second.
Af f (3)
The automorphism group for 3-d Affine Geometry is
This case has 3 translational preserved equation alongside the preceding section's 9, thus totalling 12 preserved equations. The sequential method moreover applies, sending one back to the previous quartet of equations, for one object less and in relative Jacobi coordinates ρ i . Thus
Remark 1 N = 5 is minimal to have nontrivial Af f (3) preserved quantities. For these are relational volume ratios, N = 5 supports n = 4 independent ρ i , and we need 3 distinct ρ i to form a relational volume, and at least one different ρ i to form a distinct second, e.g.
SL(d, R)
We now have d 2 − 1 preserved equations. Relative to dimension d − 1, the only new type of equation in the preserved system corresponds to one of the Procrustes stretches,
The barred indices here run from 1 to d − 1. We term this the generalized 'hypercharge' preserved equation, since the SL(3, R) to SU (3) analogy extends to arbitrary d, as does the Gell-Mann matrix repesentation of the latter [29] , now to d × d matrices including in particular the matrix
of SU (d)'s 'last generalized hypercharge'.
For N = 1, our new equation is
This is equivalent by the flow method to the ODE systeṁ
to be solved as a Free Characteristic Problem. So integrating and using tilded indices to run from 1 to d − 2,
Thus eliminating t by use of (110) in (109, 111), we obtain the characteristic coordinates
the last item's upper d − 1 indicating a power while the lower d − 1 is, as usual, an index. Finally, substituting (113-114) in (112), we obtain the preserved quantities
This dependence includes
Solving the whole system, we find
suitably-smooth functions of the d a=1 : d-volume forms; this being on d-dimensional space, it is moreover the top form supported. This is to be interpreted as d-Volume,
formed by d distinct-index position vectors relative to the absolute origin, in which sense it is an absolute d-volume concept. This clearly incorporates Area = ×
as the d = 2 and 3 cases respectively. Due to this, we supplant the use of × and [ , , ] shorthands by ∧, denoting the current subsection's answer by
suitably-smooth functions of the absolute top forms.
Remark 1 N = d is minimal as regards realizing any SL(d, R) preserved quantities. For these are absolute subsystem d-volumes, and d quantities q I are required to realize one of these. We comment further on the significance of Secs 10-13's minimal N 's in the Conclusion.
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This case has d translational preserved equations alongside the preceding section's system of d 2 − 1 equations, thus totalling d 2 + d − 1 preserved equations. The sequential method moreover applies, sending one back to the above system of equations, for one object less and in relative Jacobi coordinates ρ i . Using also that ∧ is d-nary, unlike −, / · or × , we thus have
suitably-smooth functions of the d-volumes alias top forms spanned by d-tuples of relative cluster vectors, now with no reference to any absolute origin.
Remark 1 Defining a d-volume requires d + 1 points. On the one hand, in the previous subsection, the absolute origin was playing the role of one of these points. On the other hand, in the current subsection all d + 1 of these points are meaningfully realized. 
GL(d, R)
In this case, we have the d 2 preserved equations
which split into the d 2 − 1 equations of Sec 10 alongside the dilational preserved equation
Using Sec 10's result alongside the solution of the Euler homogeneity equation of degree 0, we arrive at the compatibility equation
which is realized by
Remark 1 N = d + 1 is minimal to realize nontrivial GL(d, R) preserved quantities. For these are absolute d-volume ratios, and we need d distinct q I to realize 1 volume and the first, and at least 1 different q I to realize a distinct second.
Af f (d)
The automorphism group for d-dimensional Affine Geometry is
This case has d translational preserved equations alongside the preceding section's system of d 2 equations, thus totalling d(d + 1) preserved equations. The Af f (d) case has the translational preserved equation alongside the above system. But the sequential method applies, sending one back to the previous system of equations, for one object less and in relative Jacobi coordinates ρ i .
suitably-smooth functions of the top forms spanned by d-tuples of relative cluster vectors, i.e. now with no reference to any absolute origin.
, which is the minimum amount to form 2 distinct d-volume top forms, e.g.
Conclusion
The [29] :
Due to the brackets formed by the underlying generators, shears and Procrustes stretches moreover must occur both together and furthermore alongside rotation preserved equations.
Aside from the affine group itself, this leaves us with 3 other geometrically-significant groups aside those of Sim(d) that were already covered in Article 1. Namely the real-valued general-linear group GL(d, R) and special-linear group SL(d, R) and the equi-top-form group Equi(d). The corresponding notions of geometry are, respectively, Absoluteorigin Affine Geometry, Absolute-origin Equi-top-form Geometry and Equi-top-form Geometry. We now extend the Introduction's In particular, firstly Af f (d) has now supplanted Sim(d) as 'top group', i.e. the group that all the other geometrical automorphism groups considered are subgroups of. Secondly, ratios of top forms of differences have supplanted ratios of dot products of differences as the dual lattice's bottom -most restricted -preserved quantities. That affine invariants take this form is not a priori obvious, though, as we explained, Routh's Theorem [1] offered an early hint of this in 2-d.
Our presentation of the dual bounded lattice of preserved quantities continues to benefit from Article I's compact notation ∼, −, /, ·, now with the extension to include a ∧ symbol as well. In combinations, this features furthermore as ∧( ), since it, as the top form supported in dimension d -a d-volume form -is d-nary, unlike the previous three symbols in the notation, which are all binary. A stepping stone in this regard used in the current Article is that the 2-d version of ∧ -the 3-component of the cross product × for area = 2-volume forms -is itself binary. We then solved in 3-d in terms of the scalar triple product before bringing in the d-nary top form for the general case.
In solving for the current Article's four further types of preserved quantity, Article I's sequential method resting on passing to centre of mass frame remains useful, reducing our working to two pairs of nested workings. The 'compatibility equation' method is moreover useful in combining the resolution of the SL(d, R) preserved equation system by the top form with the remaining preserved equation of GL(d, R): the dilational equation of Euler homogeneity of degree zero type as solved by ratios. Between these two workings, we need only solve a single new system to get all four of the current Article's four geometrically-significant function spaces of preserved quantities.
Two further research direction following from the current Article are as follows. explained in [20, 43, 47] . The same relation N = d + 1 also applies to GL(d, R) models, since this is to support at least 2 distinct absolute d-volumes. On the other hand, a SL(d, R) model being nontrivial requires it to support at least 1 absolute d-volume, requiring N ≥ d points. These values form the first sub-Casson diagonal, i.e. the minimal nonspanning case [43] . Finally, a d-dimensional affine model being nontrivial requires it to support at least one relational d-volume ratio, requiring N ≥ d + 2 points. These values form the first super-Casson diagonal, i.e. the minimal linearly dependent case [43] . For the familiar case of d = 3, the abover three values are 3, 4 and 5, thus forming the famous series of increasing complexities in passing from 3-Body Problems to 4-Body Problems and then to 5-Body Problems [16, 24, 43] . The current Article thus provides a further structural piece of motivation for the 3-d 5-Body Problem, as having the minimal N to support having nontrivial affine content. This will moreover play a part in the comparative study of Background Independence, level by level in mathematical structure.
Frontier 2
The current Article's top-form-ratio invariants enter the projective invariants of Article IV. This is in the context of the Affine Group itself being subgroup of the projective group, the further preserved equation in this case concurrently imposing, for d ≥ 2 that the preserved quantities be concurrently both top-form-ratios and cross-ratios: yet another compatibility equation.
